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Welcome to the October monthly update of Water Industry Process Automation & Control 
 
We have a packed update this month for all our new and more established members of the group. There are a few bits 
and pieces of group news to contend with including an update on the Water Security Webinars mentioned last month. 
There is the usual summary of the questions of the week and a technically speaking column written by me this month 
talking about the potential vision of the treatment plant of tomorrow and a challenge to how we as engineers are  
expected to control it. It was inspired by STOWA’s roadmap to the WwTW of 2030, which was presented at the EWWM 
conference. I have also provided a summary of the EWWM conference for those of you who couldn’t make it. There was 
some very interesting discussions and it was nice to meet some of the group members there.  
 
The spotlight this month has been placed on Multisensor Systems Ltd and their instruments measuring VOCs/
Hydrocarbons and THMs are profiled. 
 
I have also provided a brief summary of my view on WEFTEC and the places to go. I wish I would be joining you all 
there but alas this year I won’t (maybe one year) so please enjoy and if one (or several of you) wish to put some notes   
together for me to write a conference report for next month’s update I (and the group) would be most grateful.  

 
 

If you are not a current member of Water Industry Process Automation & Control then please feel free to come and join 
the group on LinkedIn. The group regularly discusses issues around Water Industry Process Automation and Control and 
is open to everyone to join. You can get to the group by clicking here 
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News in Brief 
 
From the RSS Feed 
 
Endress & Hauser announce a new  
Instrumentation aeration package for  
aeration control with a variety of sensors 
allowing for aeration control in nitrifying 
and BNR treatment works with both  
analogue (4-20mA inputs) and digital 
(profibus) inputs 

 
http://www.wateronline.com/article.mvc/
EndressHauser-Announces-Instrumentation-
0001  
 

STOWA have released a new report that 
they have named “ The Dutch Roadmap 
for the WwTP of 2030. The 42 page report 
looks at wastewater treatment plants as 
nutrient, energy and water factories. The 
implication in terms of process control are 
yet to be assessed. The report is available 
at: 
 
http://www.stowa.nl/Uploads/publicaties/
stowa%20rapport%202010-24%
20engels.pdf 

 
UK 
 
CCWater—The UK water industry has 
asked the government to confirm that the 
Consumer Council for Water will continue 
to represent the water consumer in  
England & Wales 
 
http://www.water.org.uk/home/news/press-
releases/futureccwater 

 
CIWEM—David Wilkes has been  
announced as the new president of the 
Chartered Institute of Water &  
Environmental Management 
www.ciwem.org 

Group Count 

686 

Members 

+150 
Members 

Group News & Announcements 
 
Opinions and volunteers needed please 
 
The Water Industry Process Control & Automation group has grown significantly and continues to grow as such I 
want to gather the opinions of the group members as to the direction that you all would like the group to take. At 
the minute I produce Questions of the Week focusing on water and wastewater and produce both this monthly  
update and quarterly group papers ( the next one will be out in November and will be on the resistance to 
instrumentation thread). I am also endeavouring to update the blog with group news and other issues/updates. 
 
• Is this the right level for the group or do you want to see something different? 
• Are there any subjects that group members would like to address? 
• Is there any budding authors out there who want to pen a group paper? 
• Is there anything you do or don’t want to see in the monthly update? 
 
Opinions please through my LinkedIn Profile (http://uk.linkedin.com/pub/oliver-grievson/12/164/49a) or 
post on the group page 
 
If there is also anything that you  have that you want to contribute to the monthly update (a company/product  
profile),  a technically speaking column, a question of the week, seeking a job or a candidate, or want to be  
profiled then get in touch 

 
Water Security Webinars 
 
There have been further discussions in regard to the Webinars to be hosted by Whitewater Security and the  
Water Security LinkedIn Group. The Webinars are pencilled in to start in December with one webinar aand will be 
centred around Event Detection Systems. The preliminary programme of Webinars has be pencilled in as: 
 

December 2011 - Event Detection Systems—A beginners guides 

January 2012    - The systems available on the market 

February 2012 - Event Detection Systems  - What makes them tick 

The programme is provisional at the moment and when further details are available I will post it on the group page 
and announce it in the monthly update together with all the details 

 

The next group paper….and the next one 
 
The next group paper will be released in November and will be on the subject of the resistance to instrumentation 
in both the potable and wastewater sides of the business as discussed in the combined Questions of the Week 
last month. The group paper will be released a week after the monthly update on Thursday 24th November. The 
group paper after that is also being formulated at the minute and will look at an idealised model instrumentation 
and monitoring throughout the water and wastewater distribution systems taking an idealised “factory” approach 
as formulated in the STOWA report “ The Dutch Roadmap for the WwTP of 2030”. Another combined Question of 
the Week will be used to gather the group’s opinions on the subject. 
 

Oliver 
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Group Questions 
Questions of the Week 

Potable Water Question of the Week 
 
The potable water question of the week really covered the area of water 
recycling this month and asked the question 
 
“What technology is there for the control & monitoring of water  
recycling in small distributed communities” 
 
The majority of answers were actually from other groups and the general 
answer was it is very difficult for the problems parameters stated (E.Coli 
& BOD).  
 
The use of data loggers was suggested but these will monitor rather than 
control. Something that was not mentioned because I only saw it today 
was a “mini SCADA” which basically is a SCADA system within the HMI. 
Put together with the instruments there is the potential it could work for 
this particular problem. 

Wastewater Question of the Week 
 
The wastewater question of the week has proved to be the most popular of 
the month. The question that was asked was: 
 
“ What is the future for sensors & process control in the wastewater 
industry and what will it take to achieve this future” 
 
There was as we would all expect a drive towards more process sensors 
with lower detection limits with an increased reliability and all of the  
monitoring required onsite giving instantaneous real-time results 
 
This can then be used to deliver to the water treatment company a fully 
autonomous wastewater treatment system with warnings about contamina-
tion from the sewer and alerts when instruments go out of specification and 
pumps,  
motors etc. are about to break down and of the final item on the wish list is 
monitoring when channels, wet wells and process units become silted or 
choked. 
 
All of these wishes of course have to be delivered at a reasonable return of 
investment to enable the company to invest and at a reasonable price for 
the customer. As we move towards tighter consents at less environmental 
impact these “wishes” are going to become essentials and this brings us to 
are final point, how are we going to achieve this…..through money and  
Motivation. With legislation and ways of working changing this is starting to 
happen but we as an industry have a long road ahead of us and pressures 
from governments and regulators are going to get harder and harder. 

Other Questions within the group 

Questions posed within the group to the group as a whole 

 

 
  John Salonich asked the question “Can anyone suggest a reliable probe that can be interfaced with a control panel for cycling a pump 

system on/off based upon DO concentration in Wastewater?” 
 
Answer: Hach, Endress & Hauser, YSl, ATI, Insite 

  
Peter Williams asked the question “ Water Meters for hard water areas” 
 
Answer:  Talk to the Milwaukee Water Council or visit http://www.thewatercouncil.com  

  
Namrata Somani asked the question “ What Water Meters Work well with AMR Technology” 
 
Answer:  Questions about the requeirements from Rory Sheehan 

  
James Chapman asked for any budding authors out there as he is looking for articles associated with marine or aquatic environments 
 
Answer:  Get in touch directly with James 

Network Question of the Week 
 
The network question of the week really was born from the “Open Mic” 
week and the discussions about hydraulic modelling. The question was 
 
“What is the future of instrumentation, control & automation in  
  Potable and Wastewater networks” 
 
This to my mind is numerous including hydraulic and quality  
management in both types of network. This discussion is in its infancy at 
the moment so please feel free to join in and comment 

“Open Mic” Question of the Week 
 
The “Open Mic” week was an open floor for anyone to comment however 
there was one theme that ran through this weeks question and that was 
of real time hydraulic models which Peter Williams started within  
moments of me opening up the floor to the group.  
 
There quickly developed two camps, one in the hydraulics and one in 
quality. Water hydraulics isn’t something we have discussed in detail in 
this group but there are real cost savings in water hydraulic management 
and we, in the UK, are waking up to this fact with pumping outside peak 
tariff periods to top up storage reservoirs in the system in order to  
minimise costs. Real time water quality monitoring (instantaneous or 
short interval) has been discussed in the past and some of our group 
members seem to be very knowledgeable on the subject, but was has 
come to light is that there are instruments that can deal with the task but 
as we said before it is the data management that is crucial.  
 
Other areas of interest included members going to WEFTEC and a  
profile of the instrumentation offered by s::cann and profiles of  
Multisensor, Sigrist, ISA and the Everything About Water Conference  
 

The questions of the week had a bit of a shake up this month with four different areas covered including water recycling under the guise of a potable 
water question of the week, a wastewater question of the week, an “open mic” for all to comment and this week a network question covering both water 
and wastewater. There has been some success in some questions not in others. Let me know what you have enjoyed and what you haven’t, please 
feel free to suggest any areas you might wish to cover 

Oliver 
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Technically Speaking  - A potential view of the treatment plant of tomorrow  

         by Oliver Grievson 
 
Recently as you all know I attended a conference down in London and the whole driver around the conference was that of the “Carbon Reduction  
Commitment” (CRC) and that the water industry as a whole would have to reduce its impact on the environment by a staggering 80%. With ever tight-
ening discharge consents this is going to become more and more difficult to achieve 
 
Now there were several thoughts on this but tying all the threads together there is a need for large wastewater treatment works to have a neutral  
energy impact. It was theorised that the minimum size for this was 300,000 population equivalents.  
 
Now this will have an affect but that size of treatment works is relatively small in number, certainly in the UK. The impact of this would be surely to drive 
to more centralised wastewater treatment works and of course more energy spent with pumping sewage around the countries of the world. 
 
Putting the issue with energy and pumping sewage to an aside once the sewage arrives at the vast centralised plants that have been constructed then 
there was a solution proposed by STOWA, the Dutch foundation for Water Research.  
 
STOWA’s solution was to put together a “Roadmap for the WwTW of 2030”.  
 
The roadmap comes up with the concept of three factories within the wastewater treatment industry and linking it with the water side of the business to. 
The factories that they propose are 
 
• The Water Factory 
• The Energy Factory 
• The Nutrient Factory 
 
The three factories within the wastewater/water treatment process uses wastewater and sludge in the way that it should be and recovers all the  
resources that are present. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

The Water Factory 
 
The water factory was theorised in the report to produce  
water as a re-use product in feed waters, or in other areas 
of the world could potentially be used in irrigation or dare 
one might theorise “direct recycling.” The diagram below 
shows a “Water Factory” from the STOWA report 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Energy Factory 
 
The energy factory was theorised to be source of biogas, 
electricity, heat and as the larger wastewater treatment 
works usually have some land then possibly use of the land 
for solar cells or wind power. Any spare head within the 
works could use a hydroturbine to recover the energy from 
the head. Digestion, advanced digestion, and gasification 
are all sources of biogas and thus energy products. The use 
of heat energy was also proposed especially with the likes 
of thermal hydrolysis where there is an excess of heat,  
potentially a sharing agreement with other nearby industries 
would give a benefit 
 
 
 
 
 

The Nutrient Factory 
 
The last “factory” to be proposed is the nutrient factory re-
covering phosphorus, this is already done by a number of 
processes including Ostara’s Pearl Process or as the Dutch 
recover phosphorus by extracting it from the ash residue 
from the incinerators. There is a question as to why go this 
far and not any further. As resources in the world dwindle 
then the nitrate present in a healthy nitrified sludge could 
also be recovered. 
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What wasn’t covered was the rest of the potential resources. For example sludge has been recycled to land in parts of the world for years (although not 
in Holland), sewage sludge has also been converted to top soil by using sludge phyto-conditioning, and yes, the brave among us would consider that 
direct recycling to a water treatment facility could see treated effluent coming from our taps, injected into aquifers. There are benefits to this as the wa-
ter and wastewater treatment processes can compliment each other. 
 
So what relevance is this to a group that looks into the process control & automation in water/wastewater treatment plants. 
The answer……everything! 
 
The STOWA roadmap gives examples of how these things are being done in isolation at the moment. We can all quote examples of this. The UK 
probably has some of the highest density of thermal hydrolysis plants in the world with at least 3-4 more going in before 2015. Holland has the largest 
number of SHARON plants in the world, and also the Anammox process growing all the time. There are technologies that are shaping the way that we 
treat the wastewater industry developing all the time. With all of these developments the wastewater treatment plant of tomorrow will be more compli-
cated and more difficult to run. With these increased difficulties for plant operators, no matter how many people that you have, an increasing amount of 
instrumentation, process control and automation will be required to simply run the process. 
 
Add to all of this the problem of quality control will have to be added to the mix. If the water industry is starting to produce a product then consistency 
and high quality, as in other production industries, will need to be met from a source that is anything but consistent.  
 
So how do we ensure a good product, instrumentation and procedures will become everything. The wastewater side of the business will have to learn 
from the potable side of the business as it is required to produce a product everyday of the year. The wastewater industry will also have to learn from 
production based industries and adopt the principles of Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP).  
 
HACCP was originally developed for the food and pharmaceutical industries and is a systematic approach to breaking down a production process, 
identifying the critical control points and monitoring when a parameter goes outside of control bands and then taking preventative action to bring it back 
into operational parameters. This will require instrumentation, process control & of course automation. 
 
The question………..is the water industry ready for the future, as to meet our obligations to the environment a change in concept is necessary and the 
industry will need to take a giant leap forward in the way things are done. 

 
 
 

 Name:   John B.Cook   
Job:   Chief Executive Officer 
Employer: Advanced Data Mining International 
Location:  Greenville, Carolina, U.S.A 
 

 
Member Profile 

Members Area 

 
“What we see and what we think are frequently inaccurate paradigms to certain 
problem solutions. Data mining enables the leveraging of information contained in 
data to develop a fuller understanding of process dynamics and behaviour.”  
 
John Cook is a civil and environmental engineer based in Greenville, Carolina in 
the United States of America. He currently is the Chief Executive Officer of  
Advanced Data Mining International is a leading-edge environmental engineering 
company headquartered in Greenville, South Carolina that provides data mining 
and visualization software products and consulting services of unusual  
sophistication.  
 
ADMi delivers powerful solutions to problems of real-time monitoring, prediction, 
forecasting, anomaly detection, and decision support solving complex process 
problems through building computer models of natural systems using AI, chaos 
theory, data mining, etc. Advanced research for the Water Research Foundation, 
Water Environment Research Foundation, USGS, and water utilities. Areas of ap-
plied research and engineering include expansive area groundwater models, salin-
ity intrusion modeling, distribution system monitoring and modeling, plant process 
optimization and optimizing oil and gas production, among many others.  
 
These solutions seamlessly integrate methodologies such as machine learning 
(Case-Based Reasoning and artificial neural networks), clustering,  
classification, knowledge-based systems, and high-dimensional visualization. 
 

Our tools and experience have been applied to a wide variety of problems, and we 
expect this road to widen in the future. Initial users are those with complex  
problems that have been poorly served through other means. Prime examples are 
natural systems analysis, such as the modeling of estuarial complexes.  
 
Prior to this John spent 21 years working for Charleston Water in a variety of  
different roles including Director of Engineering, CEO, of Charleston Water  
System, providing water and wastewater services to the Charleston, SC Metro 
Area.  
 
Linked In:  http://www.linkedin.com/pub/john-b-cook-pe/10/15a/813  
Web:  http://advdmi.com/uploads/Default.asp  

Jobs & Job Seekers 
 
There are no job seekers this month 
 
For those of you in the UK or are looking for jobs in the UK 
then keep an eye on the Yorkshire Water website over the 
next two week or so ( http://www.yorkshirewater.com/
careers.aspx )  

 
Vacancies 
Job:   Head of Drinking Water 
Location:  Switzerland 
Description 
Hach Lange are looking for a Head of Drinking Water in  
Switzerland with initial training as an electrical engineer with 
significant experience in instrument and control engineering. 
The candidate must have good leadership skills and training in 
strategic marketing. 
 
The candidate must have good language skills in German & 
English, with French & Italian Skills a benefit 
 
Contact:   Mr Andrew Knoll 
Telephone:  +41 71 886 91 17 
Link   On WIPAC under Jobs 
 
These details were translated from German 

Job:   Various Roles 
Location:  Qatar 
Description 
We have recently returned back from Doha having met a num-
ber of the senior management team at Ashghal who are the 
Qatari Government Public Works Authority responsible for 
managing the infrastructure works across Qatar. 

Qatar is one of the worlds fastest growing and recession proof 
economies due to its Oil & Gas revenues and having been 
awarded the World Cup for 2022. As a Tax Free haven it has a 
long standing expat community and great long term works  
opportunities are available for candidates to relocate on single, 
married or family status. 
 
Provided by  Imperium Consulting 
Web:   http://www.imperium-consulting.com/ 
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Spotlights 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Multisensor Systems is a developer and manufacturer of Environmental, Pollution and Process Control Monitoring instruments based in 
the United Kingdom. Currently Multisensor supplies the MS1100 VOC Monitor and the MS2000 THM monitor.  
 
Our range of reagent-free and non-contact products are designed and built to the highest quality standards and are used to:  
 
• Protect Water Treatment facilities and Waste Water Treatment Works.  
• Provide pollution control to Rivers and other water courses.  
• Monitor the quality of Drinking Water in the Distribution Network.  
• Measure chemical concentrations as part of process control in waste water treatment.  
• Detect and measure emissions from industrial, land fill and agricultural sites.  
 
Our technology is based around the use of industry leading sensor products, innovative signal processing techniques and understanding 
and implementation of our customer’s needs.  
 
Multisensor Systems started life in the University of Manchester. The company was the brainchild of Professor Krishna Persaud, an  
acknowledged authority in the development of sensors for the detection of gases.  
 
The success of the products caused the University of Manchester Intellectual Property (UMIP) company to inject seed funding and  
establish Multisensor Systems Ltd as an entity in 2007.  
 
In 2009, with sales increasing there then became the need for full time management and support staff and so the company sought  
funding to take it to the next stage of development. This funding was won in March 2010 and the first staff employed.  
 
Multisensor’s first applications were in the water industry, protecting clean water intakes to treatment plants from contamination by fuels, 
oils and other pollutants. The very high sensitivity and on line reporting meant that intakes could be shut before damage was done to 
expensive treatment equipment. Further uses have seen the products used in the monitoring of ground water sources for contamination 
from fuel spillage and leakage from storage facilities. Now the VOC monitor is also being used in waste water applications, again  
protecting treatment works but also river and streams from contamination.  
 
The introduction of the THM monitor extends the use of Multisensor’s technology into the distribution network, for the first time enabling 
real time reporting of THM levels. Multisensor continues to develop its products for the water industry, protecting assets, the  
environment and the customer.  

Multisensor 
Systems Ltd 
 

Blenheim Court 

Carrs Road 

Cheadle 

SK8 2JY,  

United Kingdom 

 
Tel: +44 161 491 5600 

Fax: +44 161 491 1227 

e-mail:  

info@multisensor.co.uk 

web:  

www.multisensor.co.uk 
 
 
Managing Director 
 
Brad Weaterton 
 
Chief Scientist 
 
Krishna Persaud 

 

Company Profile  -  Multisensor Systems Ltd 

Instrument Profile 

The MS1100 VOC/Hydrocarbon Event Monitor The MS1100 is a Volatile Organic Compound (Hydrocarbon) monitor designed 
as an alarm system for clean and waste water applications. It provides on-line, real time monitoring and alarm generation for the 
protection of equipment and the  
environment.  
 
The instrument samples air from the headspace in a sampling tank for high sensitivity applications such as clean water intakes, 
from drains through the use of a sampling fan or directly from the air.  
 
This method removes the problem of fouling and therefore reduces the need for frequent servicing. The MS1100 provides very 
high sensitivity, to ppb levels, fast processing and low cost of ownership through long servicing and validation periods.  
 

The instrument can be powered from either 90-240V AC or 24V DC supplies, provides various communications options and is available with an optional  
sampling system.  
 
The MS2000 Total Trihalomethane Monitor  
The MS2000 is a Total Trihalomethane (THM) monitor designed for potable water applications. It provides on-line, 
real time monitoring and alarm generation without the need for additional chemical reagents and frequent mainte-
nance.  
 
The instrument samples air from the headspace in a sample presentation system which is provided. The non  
contact method of operation provides for reliable operation and reduced maintenance.  
 
The MS2000 provides an accurate measurement of the TTHM level to +/- 10%, is accurate to low ppb  
concentrations and its dynamic range covers the regulatory limits for THM concentrations in drinking water.  
 
The instrument is housed in a robust steel enclosure and can be powered from either 90 – 240V AC or 24V DC 
supplies. Various communications options are available including 4 – 20mA, Profibus and Modbus.  
 
Coming soon…..  
 
The MS1200 Total VOC/Hydrocarbon Monitor This takes the MS1100 to the next level, giving a real-time concentration of VOCs, for regulatory or process 
control.  
 
The MS3000 Ammonia Monitor Giving the user an accurate, real time measurement of Ammonia levels in water and wastewater, or for process control.  
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The European Water & Wastewater Management Conference run by Aqua Enivro Technology Transfer and spon-
sored by the Prince Sultan Bin Abdulaziz International Prize for Water took place at the  
Barbican Centre in London in the United Kingdom took place on the 26th and 27th September 2011. 
 
Although I didn’t get to all of the sessions the focus that I picked up was there was a strong need to take energy, 
carbon footprint and the utilisation of using wastewater and sludge treatment as a resource rather than a waste to 
be treated. Sensors and automation were of course a very valuable part of this. 
 
There is in the UK there is the carbon reduction commitment (CRC) giving us tough targets to achieve, with ever 
tightening consents and a need to drastically reduce energy consumption there is a real drive to make drastic  
savings in the industry. This was highlighted by Thames Water who shower a graph of targets with laggers, 
achievers and leader zones depending upon how they were doing on their long term goals to reduce energy by 
80%. 
 
The solution, or a possible one, was given in a broad brush by STOWA foundation and Paul Roeveld who have 
produced the Dutch Roadmap for the WwTP of 2030. Explained as a broad brush approach it described the 
wastewater treatment plant of the future being a factory for nutrients, energy and water, a report is available in 
English should you wish to read it. It was a good concept that I am sure that we will come to fruition in the future 
and this will need all of the instrumentation and process control as well as procedures such as HACCP I am sure. 
 
There were other workshops including discussions on MCERTS for flow (a certification scheme for flow  
monitoring, the HYBACS process by Bluewater Bio and Gary Hoyland and the use of the Blue Pro process for 
phosphorus removal. 
 
The main focus was the need to drive down the energy and carbon use and this will see a growth in instruments 
and automation of our wastewater treatment facilities and force us (willingly or unwillingly) towards the use of  
automation as a tool to achieve the targets that have been set for us by outside parties who will force tightening 
consents and tightening energy targets. This brings us to the Sensors and Process Control Session 

Conference Report  
 
EWWM 26-27th September 2011 

Future Conferences 
& Events 

Speakers (L-R) Simon Mazier, Andrew Thornton, John Cleary 
& Kevin Woodward  

The Sensors and Process Control session was of particular  
interest to me this year as I was charing it. We had four very  
interesting presentations at this years conference. 
 
The four speakers were Simon Mazier (Perceptive Enigneering), 
Andrew Thornton (Hach Lange), John Cleary (Dublin City  
University) and Kevin Woodward (United Utilities) all pictured in 
the picture on the right. 
 
The session started with Simon Mazier ( a regular contributor to 
WIPAC) talking about Advanced Process Monitoring for waste-
water treatment. His talk was about the sweating of the assets 
that we have installed at our treatment plants by using advanced 
control, the increasing cost of ownership and how advanced  
control can give us significant gains. In order to do this we need good accurate instrumentation to help us as  
water utilities to take a step further and take the data that we produce and then apply data filters to this once the 
data is in our historians (keeping the raw data of course). This can then be used to run our plants, filter out false 
alarms (due to data noise), give us accurate data and monitor the performance of our sensors via the use of soft 
sensors. This is surely the future applying advanced monitoring of our instruments and processes to give us ad-
vanced monitoring and control of our processes. 
 
John Cleary of Dublin City University was up next talking about autonomous nutrient detection equipment that 
they have been developing at the Clarity Centre. They have been developing a number of instruments that utilise 
wet chemical methods combined with micro cuvettes and modern technology to develop nutrient monitors for the 
wastewater or surface water environments and transmit results back to base. The presentation particular focused 
on phosphorus sensors but nitrite and ammonia monitors were in development. 
 
Kevin Woodward from United Utilities presented a proof of the concept of an online pump scheduling and control 
system that in conjunction with Tynemarch they have developed to minimise pumping in the potable water  
treatment distribution system to minimises costs associated with the peak tariffs. The system used a combination 
of site monitoring & control, the UU SCADA/Historian/Watchdog system and a optimisation systemto produce a 
demand forecaster & scheduler to pump to minimise costs. The first trials are very successful and they are looking 
at ways to expand the first trials and role it out, potentially across the business. 
 
Last but not least was Andrew Thornton from Hach Lange who have developed a number of control systems to 
provide a real time control Water Treatment & Optimisation Systems (WTOS) of the treatment plant in order to 
save costs, carbon and energy. The system combines Hach (Lange) instruments, their Prognosysis monitor  
diagnostic tool and real time control modules for plant optimisation. Case studies from the UK were presented 
namely at Southampton, Bournemouth, Chichester, Stockport and Leigh and also from Paris. Some of the case 
studies utilised a standalone system and some the Hach Lange Enterprise System 

Sensors & Process Control session 

 

 
15th –19th October 
WEFTEC 
LA Convention Centre 
Los Angeles 
California  
USA 
www.weftec.org 

29th October - 4th November 
International Water Week 
Amsterdam RAI 
Amsterdam 
Netherlands 
www.internationalwaterweek.com   

 
1st-4th November 

Aquatech Amsterdam 
Amsterdam RAI 
Amsterdam 
Netherlands 
www.amsterdam.aquatechtrade.
com 
 

14th –16th November 
16th European Biosolids &  
Organic Resources  
Conference 
Royal Armouries 
Leeds 
West Yorkshire 
United Kingdom 
www.european-biosolids.com 
 
 

 
15th –17th November 
WATEC 
Tel Aviv Exhibition Centre 
Tel Aviv 
Israel 
www.watec-israel.com/ 
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Dates:  15th—19th October 2011  
Place:   LA Convention Centre, Los Angles, California, USA 
Contact:  Susan Merther  
Web:  http://www.weftec.org/ 
 

 
 
 

Conference Update 

Date:   15
th 
–17

th
 November 2011 

Place:   Tel Aviv Exhibition Centre, Tel Aviv, Israel 
Organisers:  Kennes International 
Web:   http://www.watec-israel.com 

 
 
WATEC 2011 is the 6th occasion of the exhibition and 3rd occasion as an 
nternational conference. The last occasion that the conference occurred it 
was visited by over 20,000 people from 94 different countries. The major 
theme of the conference is i2i or innovation to implementation and focuses 
on partnership of different countries and organisations. 
 
The first day of the conference programme presents a combined programme 
covering the subject of innovation and how to implement it with a plenary session  
on the main challenge to the Cleartech arena. This is followed by the session 
splitting into two halves with one half concentrating on the challenges in China, 
Israel & North America and the other half looking at the global picture and the 
utilisation of existing infrastructure as an enabler to innovative solution  
Implementation. 
 
The second day of the conference programme splits into three sections: 
 
• Alternative Energy 
• Water Innovation 
• Environmental Technologies 
 
The closing session on the last day of the conference examines the utilisation of 
proved successful experience towards the future. 
 
A delegation of UK companies organised by the Israeli Embassy in London will 
be attending the conference and exhibition in November 

 

 

Highlight Tours 
 
T2—LA Sewer Tour 
T3—LA Terminal Island Water Reclamation Plant 
T6—LA Hyperion Treatment Plant 
 

Highlight workshops 
 
W105—Use of online  
 instrumentation to meet 

new nutrient removal  
 limits 
W202—Preparing our  
 industry for the next  
 paradigm shift:  
 Nutrient Recovery 
W203—Using a process model 

for plant upgrades 
W205—Activated Sludge & BNR 

Process Control 
 

Highlight technical sessions 
 
TS008—Aeration to minimise energy footprint in biological 

treatment 
TS015—Anaerobic Digestion Modelling 
TS021—Information Technology—A tasting of good  
 Practises 
TS037—Advanced Treatment & Nutrient Removal 
TS039—Automation, Instrumentation & Control 
TS052—Innovative Technology Forum 
TS054—Advanced Process Modelling 
TS062—Process Automation & Control 
TS065—Solving stormwater issues through monitoring & 

modelling 
TS082—Process Modelling as an operational tool 
TS083—Activated Sludge Process Operation & foam  
 control 
TS089—Modelling of sewers from top to bottom 
 
Among many other technical sessions 

 

Members at WEFTEC 
 
Robert Lagrange    Workshop 105 
Multisensor Systems Ltd—UKTI  Booth 5337 
Endress & Hauser     Booth 5331 
Tom Jenkins     Workshop 111 
Kent Kuss      Booth 1009 
Strathkelvin Instruments   Booth 1983 
S::CAN      Booth 5031 

WEFTEC is the annual technical exhibition and conference of the Water 
Environment Federation and is the largest of its kind in the United States 
of America and is the largest annual water quality exhibition in the world. 
This year it is at the LA Convention Centre in Los Angeles California. The 
event is over 5 days and includes 

• 977 exhibitors 
• 115 technical sessions 
• 64 committee and technical meetings 
• 27 workshops 
• 25 Luncheons & other events 
• 18 sponsors 
• 8  tours 


